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1 Laudato Si’ Roll out Plan for Sustainable Catholic Communities 
To work in the Spirit of Laudato Si’ with the Dicastery Promoting Integral Human Development 
The challenge of the presentation to LEAVE no one behind and to not lose the pathfinders 

2 Text 

3 Text 

4 Make specific reference to the areas in red 

5 Notice how we are missing the mark 

6 Notice slight variations before the industrial revolution and the advancement of temperatures after the 
beginning of the industrial period 

7 Information is not enough to make changes we need values to be inspiring and the will to do it 
Most UN statements are encouraging but not binding 
Pope Francis uses these encouraging statements in his writing. 
With Laudato Si’ spirituality has entered the realm of dialogue regarding the environment 
USA has John Kerry as an envoy for the environment 

8 1. Process is more important than a single event 
2. Look for ways to work together. Be careful not to politicize the language 
3. Concrete, significant actions 
4. Energy and dynamic of the whole. Working together, enriching relationships is greater than a part or 

even the sum of the parts 
5. If we integrate all of these areas for change we can reach the tipping point of 3.5% which took down 

the Berlin Wall and 21% to 25% for the necessary systemic change to attract others to a viable option 
to more forward—and establish a process for system change 

9 I would like to take you on the emerging journey, the path that is being made by walking 
How religious got started in Rome 
Recognition for the plan 
Where we are in developing the plan and the listening that continues to take place 
The wider involvement taking place 
 

10 Definition of JPIC for the JPIC Commission of USG-UISG. 
We were asked to submit a proposed plan to the UISG board for Sowing Hope for the Planet 

11 The plan is supported by both 
 International Religious Congregations for the leaders of men and women religious about 2000 congregations 

12 The proposal to continue the plan to was endorsed by acclamation at the plenary gathering of over 850 
religious women leaders. The leaders had a presentation of the work preceding the meeting through a 17 
minute video of what the religious were already doing around the world.   

13 Sowing for the Planet attracted the attention of the male religious. Fr. Joshtrum Kureethadam, Coordinator of 
the Sector on “Ecology and Creation” of the DPIHD and Sr. Sheila were among the presenters. 
Although there was a clear vote of support by individual congregations there was not enough support for an 
endorsement by USG. We continue to involve the men’s congregation on an individual basis of interest. 

14 Vision Statement for Sowing Hope for the Planet adopted by UISG and continues to provide ongoing guidance 
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15 Dynamic interactive website operative in 6 languages 

16 Public commitments attending to the needs of the Earth and the Poor. Organized with the UISG Constellation 
set-up. Having public statements is prophetic.  

17 There will be a report on the commitments at the next UISG plenary. Here is a sample of the USA which 
focused on immigration. The map shows another page for African countries. The constellations are organized 
by language and regional areas. All are in English with the additional language of the representative countries. 

18 Timely information is available for different events by clicking on the icons. 

19 It is important that we work together and share our resources.  This is a library of resources which are available 
by clicking the various areas for results. There are suggestions for international days which are highlighted in 
the Sowing Hope for the Planet Newsletter 

20 Videos which we have done. Now others are offering to videos for specific events by knowing what comes 
ahead for specific events 

21 Contact page. Please do contact us to receive the newsletter and to make resource contributions. You can also 
leave comments.  

22 Ongoing education takes place through webinars. These are enriching processes and we are informed with 
new developments and of what is happening around the world. We find ways to support one another. There is 
energy in working together. Pictured here are the Sisters of the Adorers of the Blood of Christ in Pa where they 
and the local community were advocating against a pipeline that was to go through their land. We 
accompanied them in prayer. The picture in the upper right is of French Sisters. That constellation had given 45 
letters from their religious leaders regarding what they were doing with Laudato Si’ 
 

23 Here is the work of the Holy Cross Sisters as we begin to see the interconnections of the Roll out plan in 
January of 2020. Work on the environment, with the poor, established a business, simpler lifestyle in north 
through consciousness of carbon footprint, education for change, spirituality realized in everyday life and 
networking north and south and within lock community. 

24 In the celebration of the Season of Creation webinar, the constellation of the United States was a participant 
and the delegates asked the participants to pray for their work with migration. This was included in their 
constellation commitment. It was interesting to see the global perspective on migration for the 4 constellations 
visited for that webinar—West Africa, Brazil, Mexico and the United States.  

25 See the potential of connections—worldwide endeavor and the logistics to consider 

26 As we have been working on Sowing Hope for the Planet with Fr. Josh our relationship has broadened and 
deepened 

27 Accelerates the Action (Document is available on the website for Sowing Hope for the Planet) 

28 Summary of vision to this time 

29 Share the resource we have been developing for religious congregations 

30-
58 

Paper summarizes the proposed process 

59 Six congregations plans to be shared 

60 Claretian Family includes all the branches. Will survey a few members in all of the strategic ministries for 
planning  

61 Holy Cross Family includes all of the branches. They have been committed since 2009 and have shared valuable 
experiences 

62 The example of the Holy Cross Sisters with the Carbon Footprint considered many aspects 

63 The Columbian Missionaries have a Creation Covenant  and had several sessions to develop  areas of the 
covenant  

64 Brothers of St. John of God Live Laudato Si’. Have a 6 year plan to embed ecology into daily living and 
contemplation  
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65 Ursulines of Jesus have developed Guidelines for the general, community and personal level. Suggestions are 
given to actualize the plan. Positive evaluation by the community. 

66 Servants of our Lady of Fatima trained their local superiors. From local contributions developed a 6 year plan.  

67 Urgency of message stressed by Pope Francis 

68 Going into action. Sharing developments as we gain clarity. 

69 Sample page of the Integral Ecology Action Framework . This is a request for research and the sharing of 
resources related to the proposal for religious to actualize the Laudato Si Roll out Plan. Anyone who is 
interested please submit your name in the contact section of Sowing Hope for the Planet. Complete tool is 
available.  

70 Sample of an Evaluation Tool. Let us know what you think of this. Complete tool is available. 

71 Sowing Hope for the Planet Webinars January 21, April 15 and June 10, 2021. Please use and contribute to the 
resource area. You can also subscribe to our newsletter.  

72 Sr. Sheila is on the COVID-19 Commission serving on the Integral Ecology Task Force. The Roll out Plan is a part 
of the Task Force and will be promoted beyond the life of the commission.  

73 Thanks so much for your participation and interested in action to address the ecological crisis. Thanks to Fr. 
Josh for the scientific slides and to Br Alberto for the slides on the process for religious congregations.  

 


